STEM School Highlands Ranch SAC Monthly Notes
April 21, 2021
Meeting Date: April 21, 2021
Meeting Location: via ZOOM per Covid-19 Guidelines
Time: 6:00pm – 8:00pm
Present:
David Emge , SAC Chair
Kelly Reyna, Vice-Chair
Amy Winans, SAC Recorder
Tamara Emge, DAC Rep
Tamara Emge, PTS Adult
Angela Tolar, Parent Rep
Erin Gomez, Parent Rep
Suzanne Escobosa, Secondary Rep
Michelle Gasser, Elementary Rep
Carla Gustafson, Parent Rep
Dr. Karen Johnson, Dir of Curriculum and Accountability
Absent: Jason O'Rourke; Community Rep
Guests: Alexa Nichols, Anonymous, Brian Hartman, Cassandra Martin, Exceptional Admins Guest,
Gavin Rubin, Gretchen Smith, Heidi Elliott, Heidi Peterson, J Donnelly, Jan Albicki, Janet Arnold,
Katie Hoffman, Kimberly Lander, Lindsay Lucero-Rossi, LynAnn Kovalesky, Samantha A, STEM
PTO (Aleza Bautista)
Meeting was called to order at 6:03
Recite Mission and Vision Statements
Introductions
Determine Quorum
Minutes from March 24, 2021 Motion to approve, seconded and motion carried to approve minutes
Standing Reports:
Teacher Report:
by Michelle Gasser
Elementary School had a Logistics Meeting which had collaborative team planning,
2nd grade will have a field trip,
more students are back in person,
4th grade first field trip coming up (in school) and will be able to go to the park at the end of the year.
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5th grade took CMAS seriously, teams have been pretty positive.
End of the school year is causing stress. Looking at putting classes together next year
Professional Development was on Friday
Secondary report by Suzanne Escobosa.
Jennifer Campbell-Smith was named outstanding HS educator
McCall student got outstanding High School Student
Having Liz at the helm is a positive move
Excited testing is almost over
Happy to spend time with students and peers
Community and Culture are still concerns
Teachers want additional time and resources to handle the extra work
Teachers are feeling a huge amount of stress everywhere
Seniors still getting acceptance letters etc.
Kids are happy just to talk to each other and be in person

Director Report:
Reported on by Dr. Karen Johnson.
Will have a new Assistant Director, 2nd week of May. Will lead directors of the High School, but
starting as AD
Currently in the middle of interviewing filling positions for teachers
Assessments finishing up. State got an approval for Dept education for ½ CMAS tests 3,5,7 took only
LA
4,6,8 took math
They modified science, typically 5,8,11 take it but this year only 8th is required
Parents could opt their student IN to the other test if they wanted...70 ish opted for that.
PSAT was SAT was last week
Next week are the make ups for those test.
AP coming up the 1st two weeks in May
Flexibility this year in when and how to take it
May 7th is a no contact day, but AP Chem Test is an option on that day
Iready coming up...if you are in AP or CE you do not have to take Iready
Master Schedule Task Force at secondary level. Looking at feasibility of the scheduling.
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5th grade is going to schedule the re-enactment but with no other schools. Following all covid
protocols etc.
Curriculum Committee is working on outlining a document to put on the website for parent information
•UIP update
•After several stakeholder reviews the take away was more focus on Teacher Care and
Parent Trust
•The UIP was submitted to the STEM BoD
•DCSD has approved the submitted UIP
•CDE is reviewing and it will be uploaded to the CDE website.
•Follow up on the SAC Letter of Recommendations on Budget after Dr. Johnson's discussion
with Star
•Possibility of publishing COVID funds
•Star identified that the funds for student and staff support is grouped in with School
Administration. The follow up ask is can these funds be separated to identify how we
compare to other schools in areas of student and staff support.
•Other areas of support are classified within Professional Services as teacher
professional development days and instructional technology
•Money allocated to maintenance for optimizing the remaining 2-3 RTUs (Roof top
units)
•Teacher pay is aligned with Douglas County
•Reason for change in secondary schedule and course offerings; decrease in
enrollment. STEM allocates $15,000 per class and 53 courses has less than 20 students
enrolled and this is not sustainable.
DAC Report:
Tamara Emge gave a report on DAC.
DCSD is reporting an increase in COVID cases
•Currently Legislation is reviewing a bill that the Governor has asked for more money for
education
•if 50% of the money asked for is approved it will allow for 1% raise for teachers,
mileage reimbursement, no increase in medical insurance premiums with the same
coverage.
•If 100% of the money is approved it will allow for 2% raises and an increase of PPR
(per pupil revenue) with a possibility of $8600 per student.
PTO Report:
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Given by Tamara Emge.
PTO works all summer long and many people don't realize it
Currently working on STEM Fest
Event coming up that's BIG end of summer/beginning of school year outside.
BOD Report:
Kelly and Carla were picked to be on the BOD
Kelly gave an update. They were appointed to fill in vacancies. Kelly until 2023, Carla goes through
2022
Robert gave a presentation about the gym expansion
Ramesh is not renewing, looking for 1 parent
There is a happiness event for teachers
10-20% of students are still virtual
DPS school expansion is now paused fall of 2023 at earliest
Dr. Johnson explained DPS needed 80% of enrollment already intended. STEM hadn't gotten that high
yet, so STEM paused the process for now.
Teacher task force talked about
Dr. Eucker said Sterling Ranch has reached out for STEM to go there, too
Community Report
Given by Jason O'Rourke – absent; no report
Subcommittee Reports:
Committee for Diversity, Inclusion and Equity
Bylaws Subcommittee Findings
M. Gasser, C Gustafson, T. Emge
Presentation
quite extensive so they picked certain sections to work on each
Gasser – Article IV Membership
They recommend K-5 teacher and add in to the bylaws a 6-12 teacher who provides instruction
to the school. That way both parts of the school are represented
Current Parent Representation Bylaw
3 parent or legal guardians for every paid employee on SAC. 9 Total parents
Recommendation to increase the voting parents to 4-6
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Total of 6 parents (3 from each school) in the future? Discussion about parents who are both ES
and Secondary and how many parents required.
SAC will attempt to have equal representation of the school?
Carla presentation (at least 3 parents legal guardians) to above
anything in bylaws needs to be approved by SAC, BOD and DAC (in that order)
Emge, had a infograph of communication

Question from Erin about voting and what abstaining means affects the vote. Emge has a visual of
what it means if you abstain. The Bylaws state (see third row)
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More discussion.
In Bylaws the section is Officer position and 3 or 4 down from that is removal,
Possible get clarification from BOD on how they handle it? Then maybe we are cohesive?
Tabled until we get more info and clarity next time
New Business
Discussion: Leadership, Personnel and Infrastructure
Infrastructure meet quarterly to discuss UIP. Advancing or impeding the school?
Emails have been sent to SAC concerning class size and classes and Teacher Retention issues
Culture: how much is leadership exacerbating the situation.
Suzanne – as a rep she hears what the teachers are seeing or doing. Many of the visitors are waiting for
public comment. Mentioned there is a STEM Stands for Teachers movement. Concerns from
Students/Staff/parents . Question mark on upper leadership. Even in SAC there is a trust issue, ability
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to communicate etc.
Motion to move our discussion after public comment , 2nd and motion carries.
Parent/Student Survey Input
Dr. Johnson. Each year we are required to put out a parent survey and last year had a student survey
which will include:
Teaching staff
virtual learning
environment and culture
and more
Diversity committee had a few questions to the parent engagement piece. Survey might be a little long.
Will share to team and needs to have a pretty quick turn around.
Our goal is 25% and last year we hit 27% response
Feedback from SAC by Monday if Dr. J sends it out tomorrow
Tamara addressed the issue of only one parent per student can this be changed so it's per parent
OPEN FORUM
David reminded public that names and comments will be recorded.
Kelly had a comment. Wants to plead with the teachers who have not left to stick with STEM. Thinks
Liz is going to be a very good addition. Kelly and Carla on the BOD is a big positive.
Tamara – feels attacked by admin at STEM and is taking kids out which leaves openings in various
organizations for volunteers
Angela questioned the new grading scheme – How does this affect secondary teachers and students
who are taking CE classes. Gasser addressed. This new grading will not start next year 21-22.
Subcommittee that just started meeting about this. What does it look like it for secondary is a
subcommittee issue. Same for AP etc. K-2, 3-5, offered to every dept LA, SS, Math, Science, Comp
Science, bldg leaders, etc.
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6 day webinar was taken. Aurora grades like this, some JEFFCO
This is called Standard based Learning (SBL). It can identify what all students can know and do for
their work. Lots of info going out to parents
Amy asked about SBL grades and kids getting into college and how the kids overcome a university
who might not be able to understand a 1-4 vs A-F. The company STEM works with on the transition is
called Marzano and they work with Stanford and Harvard and there are many universities are ok with
SBL
Erin had a follow up...how are they going to reconcile someone who went halfway A-F and then end is
1-4. Michelle addressed the committees are going to look into all this.
Carla – f/u what Kelly said...hoping that more of an understanding as a parent, folks can reach out to
her
David – appreciated working on the board and STEM. A believer in SBL, doesn't come w/o sacrifice.
Comes down to is it worth it... The deciding factor was the subject of culture and the retention and
leadership. How is leadership evaluated. Big question.
Tamara – fear of repercussions from all over.
Erin reiterated David and Tamara sentiments. Erin said her son told her he wanted to leave because all
the teachers he wanted are gone.
Kelly – has had a different experience with admin and teachers. Looks forward to next year.
Aleza Bautista – Speaking from a parent perspective. Acknowledges the struggle the teachers have had
and looks forward to rebuilding. Making sure that everyone knows that these are real people and issues
Kelly – addressed Aleza with her positive experience with admin
Carla – also with Kelly.
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Back to UIP issue... Discussion
What is the evaluation process of the leadership?
Board has an evaluation process for the executive director according to Dr. Johnson
Can SAC get a summary of the evaluation or the evaluation itself so we can see what it looks like and
how are they being evaluated.
Article 3 section A from Erin on what we can do as far as recommendations
Next SAC Meeting May 19, 2021 will be posted on the All School Calendar
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